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By Irene Ace

Materials Required:
140gsm Tracing paper 
11cm x 15cm: TR003

Graduated Green paper 
12cm x 17cm.

Tools: Mapping pen, medium
embossing tool, embossing pad,
single needle perforating tool.

White ink, White acrylic paint,
fine Black ink pen.

Felt tipped pens in assorted
colours.

Pressed flowers and leaves.

2 Sticky fixers.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card mount: AP02P Cream/Br.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over

the diagram and trace all the
lines using the mapping pen
and white ink.

Turn the tracing over and
working on the right side,
colour the lamb’s eye in blue
and shade the butterflies bodies
with beige. With a grey felt tip
and using the photograph as a
guide, shade inside the lamb to
give it modelling. Highlight the
butterflies and lamb with the
fine black ink pen.

Perforate evenly around the
lamb and butterflies with the
perforating tool and gently sep-
arate them from the background
by tearing or cutting along the
perforations.

Glue the green background
paper into the card behind the
aperture and stick the card shut
in the usual way.

Arrange the pressed flowers
and leaves to form a foreground
for the lamb, when you are
happy with the position glue
into place. 

Cut the sticky fixers into
small pieces and use these to
mount the lamb and butterflies
onto the scene.

Turn the tracing over so the
wrong side is facing upwards
and place on the embossing pad,
gently emboss all of the traced
lines. Still working on the
wrong side, paint the lamb and
butterflies bodies in white, then
colour the butterflies wings in
various shades with felt tips.

Actual Size



Hello,

We hope you enjoy this free project. You may hand make copies of this project, 
to give away or sell, as many times as you like. You may not use the pattern,
project, text or pictures for any other purpose nor make the project using
any automated process.

The project was taken from a back issue of the Craft Creations Magazine.

All the articles on our web site are at least one year old. If you want the latest
projects, designer profiles, gallery pages and more, then you need to subscribe
to the quarterly Craft Creations Magazine.

Subscription Benefits Include:

* A free gift with every issue.

* Two discount vouchers off Craft Creations products with every issue.

* A £2.50 off post and packing voucher with every issue.

* New product information.

* Prize competitions in every issue.

You can subscribe to the quarterly Craft Creations Magazine or purchase any 
of the back issues from our online shop.
http://www.craftcreations.com/Shop/shop.html

The details above are correct as of 1st January 2000, but are subject to change without prior notice.
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